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This guide provides an end-to-end example for how to use Oracle Enterprise Manager
Ops Center.

Introduction
This guide describes how to discover and fully manage an existing Oracle VM Server
for SPARC environment with Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center. An existing
Oracle VM Server for SPARC environment is one that you create outside of Oracle
Enterprise Manager Ops Center.
You can discover and add the existing environment to the Oracle Enterprise Manager
Ops Center software and begin monitoring and managing the logical domains. Once
managed, Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center does not distinguish between the
server and logical domains that you create with the software and those that you create
outside of the software.
You can manage the following types of existing Oracle VM Server for SPARC servers:
■

■

Oracle Solaris 11 running Oracle VM Server for SPARC server. The Control
Domain can have non global-zones.
Oracle Solaris 10 running Oracle VM Server for SPARC server. The Control
Domain can have non global-zones.

The most robust management capabilities are available when you install a
Virtualization Controller (VC) Agent and use shared storage and connect network
resources. Using shared storage and networks enables you to create a server pool that
contains one or more Oracle VM Server for SPARC environments. Server pools enable
you to share resources and migrate logical domains to other Control Domains in the
same server pool.

Virtualization Controller Agents
You can install the agent during discovery, or at any time after discovery. You have the
following agent management options:
■

■

OVM Server for SPARC Virtualization Controller Agent: Manages the logical
domains that run on the Control Domain. The Oracle VM Server, Control Domain
and operating system are reflected in the UI. Using this agent enables full
monitoring and management actions for the Oracle VM Server system.
Zones Virtualization Controller Agent: Manages the zones that run on the logical
domains. The global zone is reflected in the UI. Using this agent enables full zone
monitoring and management actions.
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■

Agentlessly: Limited management functionality is available with this method. The
software gathers information by using SSH connection between the logical
domains and the Proxy Controller.

For robust management, use the OVM Server for SPARC Virtualization Controller
Agent to manage the domains. The agent runs on the Control Domain and monitors
the configuration and reflects any changes on the configuration in its copy of the
metadata.
Note: If you have a manually configured Oracle VM Server for
SPARC environment that you managed with an earlier version of
Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center, it might have the Zones VC
Agent installed instead of the Oracle VM Server VC Agent. See
Chapter 15, "Getting Started With Virtualization" in the Oracle
Enterprise Manager Ops Center Feature Reference Guide for more
information about VC Agents and how to change the type of Agent
Controller to the Oracle VM Server VC Agent.

Storage for Logical Domains
Storage libraries store logical domain metadata, ISO images and provide virtual disks
for logical domain storage. The logical domain metadata is saved in either a local
library or a shared storage library.
When you use the native CLI to install Oracle VM Server for SPARC on a system,
instead of using Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center, the metadata is saved in a
default local library on the Control Domain. Before you can add the Oracle VM Server
server and logical domains to a server pool, you must define a shared storage location
for the metadata.
You can use the following libraries for Oracle VM Server:
■
■

Filesystem storage: This includes the NAS storage libraries.
Block storage: This includes the Static and Dynamic Storage libraries. The Static
Storage library includes the exported LUNs of SAN and iSCSI storage servers that
are not managed by Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center. The LUNs of storage
servers managed in Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center are available through
Dynamic Storage library. This library provide option to create a LUN when you
add storage to the logical domains.

When the logical domain storage disks are on storage servers that are not managed by
Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center, they appear in the UI as Opaque storage. To
enable migration, you must move the logical domain metadata to shared storage. You
can mark the logical domain storage disks as on-shared-storage to indicate that the
storage is available to other managed Oracle VM Servers using the same back end
name.
The virtual disk multipathing that has been configured for the logical domain virtual
disks are also displayed in the Storage tab of the logical domain.
Note: You cannot migrate a logical domain until you move all of its
virtual disks to shared storage and move the domain’s metadata to a
shared library.
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Workflow
Figure 1 is a flowchart that shows how you can begin managing an existing Oracle VM
Server for SPARC system with Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center. The left side of
the chart shows the prerequisites that you must have in place before you can
successfully complete the tasks in the workflow on the right side of the figure. A task
appears in a box and a decision point appear in a triangle. The end of the flow is
indicated by an ellipse that points you to the next flow.
Prerequisites
The following prerequisites appear on the left side of Figure 1:
■

Install and Configure the Enterprise and Proxy Controllers. For Oracle VM Server
for SPARC, it is best to deploy the Enterprise Controller and Proxy Controllers on
a system that is running Oracle Solaris 11. See the Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops
Center Installation Guide for Oracle Solaris Operating System for more information.
Note: Oracle Solaris 10 Update 11 also supports Oracle VM Server
for SPARC 3.1. The advantage to installing the Enterprise and Proxy
Controllers on an Oracle Solaris 11 system is that you can perform
Oracle Solaris 10 and 11 update and provisioning tasks. When the
Enterprise Controller is running on Oracle Solaris 10, you cannot
update or provision Oracle Solaris 11.

■

■

■

Deploy Oracle VM Server for SPARC manually. If you do not already have a
system deployed outside of Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center, you can create
one manually. The system can have logical domains, or not. This example uses
Oracle Solaris 11.1 SRU 7.5, which contains Oracle VM Server for SPARC 3.0.0.3.
Deploy Networks. To use the advanced management features, you must use a
shared network instead of a local network.
Deploy Storage Libraries. To use the advanced management features, you must
use a shared storage library to store the logical domain metadata instead of local
storage. This example uses an NFS library.

Tasks and Decisions
The following tasks and decisions appear in the right side of Figure 1:
■

Task: Discover an Existing Oracle VM Server for SPARC

■

Decision: Do you want to share resources and migrate logical domains?
-

If you answer no, go to the next decision point.

-

If you answer yes, complete the next task.

■

Task: Move Metadata to NFS Library

■

Task: Declare Disk to be on Shared Storage.

■

Task: Connect Network Resources

■

End of Flow: Go to the Operate Logical Domains workflow
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Figure 1 Managing an Unmanaged Oracle VM Server for SPARC Server

What You Will Need
To complete this example, you need the following:
■

■

Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center installed on an Oracle Solaris 11 operating
system. Oracle Solaris 11 and Oracle Solaris 10 Update 11 support Oracle VM
Server for SPARC version 3.1. This example uses an Oracle Solaris 11 operating
system.
An Oracle VM Server for SPARC installed using Oracle Solaris 11.1 SRU 7.5, which
contains Oracle VM Server for SPARC 3.0.0.3.

■

NFS storage library to store the metadata.

■

Network to provide networking for the logical domains.

■

The roles and permissions to complete the tasks. You need the following Oracle
Enterprise Manager Ops Center roles:
-

Plan/Profile Admin to create and manage the discovery profile
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-

Asset Admin to discover and manage assets

-

Virtualization Admin to create and manage the domains.

Discover an Existing Oracle VM Server for SPARC
You can add an existing Oracle VM Server for SPARC to the Oracle Enterprise
Manager Ops Center user interface and begin managing the domains. The discovery
feature enables you to display the domains (control, root, I/O, and logical domains) in
the user interface and begin displaying information about the virtual services, I/O
resources, PCIe buses, PCIe endpoint devices, and SR-IOV configurations.
When you discover the Oracle VM Server for SPARC environment, you choose
whether to install the Virtualization Controller Agent.
■

Discovering and Agent-Managing an Existing Oracle VM Server Environment

■

Discovering and Agentlessly Managing an Existing Oracle VM Server

When you manage the control domain agentlessly, you do not deploy the Agent
Controller on the Control Domain and you restrict the management capabilities to the
following:
■

Perform basic state change command such as shutdown, start, reboot, and destroy.

■

Edit the number of vCPUs, the number of crypto units, and the memory size.

■

Provision the Oracle Solaris operating system.

■

Access the guest’s serial console.

■

View the network configuration and storage configuration for each guest.

With an agentlessly managed domain, you are unable to change the network and
storage configurations, and therefore, unable to migrate the guests to another
managed Oracle VM Server.

Discovering and Agent-Managing an Existing Oracle VM Server
Environment
To discover the server, the Control Domain must be running.
To Discover and Agent Manage an Existing Oracle VM Server
1. Create SSH credentials.
2.

Create an OS Discovery profile.
a.

Expand Plan Management in the Navigation pane.

b.

Click Discovery in Profiles and Policies.

c.

Click Create Profile in the Actions pane.

d.

Enter a name and description for the discovery profile. Expand Operating
Systems and select Solaris, Linux OS. Click Next.
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e.

(Optional) Click Next to skip tags.

f.

(Optional) Click Next to skip adding IP Ranges. You are prompted to provide
IP addresses and host names during discovery.

g.

Click Select, select the SSH credentials that you previously created, then click
OK. To create new credentials, click New and create the credentials.
Select the Enable Oracle VM for SPARC management check box to deploy the
Agent Controller during discovery. Click Next.

h.
3.

Review the Summary page, then click Finish.

Add the assets using the OS discovery profile.
a.

Expand Assets in the Navigation pane, then click Add Assets in the Actions
pane.

b.

Select Add and manage various types of assets via discovery probes, then
click Next.

c.

Select the Discovery profile you created in the previous step. You are
prompted to complete the host names or IP addresses and network.

d.

Enter a comma-delimited list of host names or IP addresses. Select a managed
network with which the host is associated, or select Automatic to route the job
to the most appropriate Proxy Controller.
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The IP address of a target must resolve to only one known network for
automatic routing to succeed.

e.

(Optional) The Discovery credentials and management option are completed
based on the profile. You can edit these fields.

f.

Click Add Now.

The Control Domain appears in the Asset tree under its service processor server. The
Control Domain operating system appears under its Control Domain server. and the
non global zones, with a limited set of capabilities, appears under the Control Domain
operating system.
The logical domains of different subtypes, root domain, I/O domain and the guest
domain are automatically discovered, managed and displayed in the UI with the
allocated PCIe root complex, PCIe Endpoint devices, and virtual I/O devices.
The logical domain metadata is stored in the local library of the corresponding Control
Domain. The logical domain virtual storage disk is defined as Opaque.

Discovering and Agentlessly Managing an Existing Oracle VM Server
To discover the server, the Control Domain must be running.
To Agentlessly Manage an Existing Oracle VM Server
Agentlessly managed discovery locates the logical domains through the proxy
management point.
1.

Create SSH credentials.

2.

Create an agentless OS Discovery profile.

3.

Create an OS Discovery profile.
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4.

a.

Expand Plan Management in the Navigation pane.

b.

Click Discovery in Profiles and Policies.

c.

Click Create Profile in the Actions pane.

d.

Enter a name and description for the discovery profile. Expand Operating
Systems and select Solaris, Linux OS. Click Next.

e.

(Optional) Click Next to skip tags.

f.

(Optional) Click Next to skip adding IP Ranges. You are prompted to provide
IP addresses and host names during discovery.

g.

Select Manage without Agent Controller. Click Replace and choose the SSH
management credentials. Click Next.

h.

Review the Summary page, then click Finish.

Use the OS Discovery profile to add the Oracle VM Server for SPARC:
a.

Expand Assets in the Navigation pane, then click Add Assets in the Actions
pane.

b.

Select Add and manage various types of assets via discovery probes, then
click Next.
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c.

Select the Discovery profile you created in the previous step. When prompted,
complete the host names or IP addresses and network for the Oracle VM
Server for SPARC.

d.

Enter a comma-delimited list of host names or IP addresses. Select a managed
network with which the host is associated, or select Automatic to route the job
to the most appropriate Proxy Controller.
The IP address of a target must resolve to only one known network for
automatic routing to succeed.

e.

(Optional) The Discovery credentials and management option are completed
based on the profile. You can edit these fields.

f.

Click Add Now.

The Control Domain appears in the Asset tree under its service processor server. The
Control Domain operating system appears under its Control Domain server and the
logical domains appears under the Control Domain operating system.
Because it is agentlessly managed, you have a minimum level of monitoring and
management actions for the Control Domain.
Note: To change the server to agent managed, use Switch
Management Access. To monitor and manage the Oracle VM Server
for SPARC server, Control Domain, and operating system, select the
Oracle VM Server VC Agent. To monitor and manage the global zone,
select the Zone VC Agent.

Move Metadata to NFS Library
The following options are available for moving metadata:
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■

To Move Metadata to a Shared Library From the Control Domain View

■

To Move Metadata to a Shared Library From the Logical Domain View

Prerequisites
The following conditions must be met before you can move the logical domain
metadata to another library:
■

The Control Domain must be managed with an OVM Server for SPARC VC Agent.

■

The Logical Domain must be known to Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center.

■

-

The Logical Domain and its associated resources are created with Oracle
Enterprise Manager Ops Center

-

A manually created logical domain is agent managed with Oracle Enterprise
Manager Ops Center

The logical domain is in a shutdown state.

To Move Metadata to a Shared Library From the Control Domain View
Expand Libraries, expand Storage Libraries, then select the source library in the
Navigation pane.

1.

2.

Click the Usage tab. Select the guest in the Logical Domains table, then click the
Move Metadata icon.

3.

Select the new library from the list of available libraries to store the logical domain
metadata. Optionally, add a description and add tags. Click Next.
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4.

Review the Summary, then click Submit.

When the job completes, the logical domain’s metadata is located on the new library.
To Move Metadata to a Shared Library From the Logical Domain View
1. Expand Assets in the Navigation pane, then select the logical domain.
2.

Click Move Metadata in the Actions pane.

3.

Select the new library from the list of available libraries to store the logical domain
metadata. Optionally, add a description and add tags. Click Next.

4.

Review the Summary, then click Submit.

When the job completes, the logical domain’s metadata is located on the new library.

Declare Disk to be on Shared Storage
To enable the ability to migrate a logical domain from one Control Domain to another
Control Domain, both Control Domains must use a shared resource library (NFS
library) for the logical domain metadata and shared storage for the virtual disks.
Complete both of the tasks described in the following sections to share storage
resources:
1.

Move Metadata to NFS Library

2.

Declare Disk to be on Shared Storage

Enabling Shared Access for Opaque Storage Disks
When the logical domain storage disks are on storage servers that are not managed by
Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center, they are defined as Opaque Storage Disks.
To share access for opaque storage disks, use the Move Metadata option to move the
logical domain metadata to a shared storage. You can mark the logical domain storage
disks as shared to indicate that the storage is available to other managed Oracle VM
Servers using the same back-end name.
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Note: You cannot migrate a logical domain until you move the
domain’s metadata to a shared library and all of its virtual disks to
shared storage.

To Enable Sharing for Opaque Disks
1. Select the logical domain that uses local storage disks.
2.

Select the Storage tab in the center pane.

3.

Select the disks tagged as Opaque in the Disk Type.

4.

Click the Enable Sharing icon.

The selected disks are marked as sharing in the UI.
Note: After you define the shared storage and connect the network
resources, you can create a server pool or add the environment to an
existing server pool. The storage that is marked as shared must be
available for all the members in the server pool.

Connect Network Resources
Attach networks to Oracle VM Server to provide networking facilities for the logical
domains. You can make multiple connections to a network in the Oracle VM Server
Control Domain. For each network connection, a virtual switch is created and the
switch has a naming pattern. For an example network 1.1.1.0/24, the virtual switches
take the name as 1.1.1.0_24, 1.1.1.0_24_1, 1.1.1.0_24_2 and 1.1.1.0_24_3. This ensures
that the switches have a unique name. When a network connection is made to the
server, the virtual switch created is incremented. When you create and start a logical
domain, you define the virtual switch that connects to the logical domain. Each virtual
switch must be connected to a NIC.
When you migrate logical domains, the switch name must be identical in the source
and the target Oracle VM Server for SPARC.
You can create IPMP groups and aggregate links in the Control Domain. Navigate to
the Control Domain’s Oracle Solaris operating system and create IPMP groups or Link
Aggregation. See the Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center Feature Reference Guide for
more information about creating IPMP groups and Link Aggregations in an Oracle
Solaris operating system.
SR-IOV Enabled Networks
If the networks are SR-IOV enabled, there is no virtual switch creation. An SR-IOV
enabled network interface means that there are virtual functions created on the
physical function of PCIe Endpoint device and you can allocate the virtual functions to
logical domains. When you select SR-IOV option while attaching networks, only the
interfaces on which the virtual functions are created are available for network
configuration.
When you assign SR-IOV enabled networks to logical domains, then you cannot
migrate the domains.
To Attach SR-IOV Enabled Networks to Oracle VM Server
1. Select the Oracle VM Server for SPARC in the Assets tree.
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2.

Click Attach Networks in the Actions pane.
The list of available networks in Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center are
displayed. The list also displays the existing number of connections with the
server.

3.

Select one or more networks from the list. You can make multiple connections to a
network.
Click Next.

4.

Specify the number of connections for the selected networks. Increment the total
number of connections.
The number of connections does not limit the number of
logical domains that you can connect to this network.

Note:

5.

Select the option SR-IOV and the NIC list is populated with the NICs that are
SR-IOV enabled.

6.

Specify the NIC and IP address for each network connection.
For each network connection, you must provide a NIC. Follow these rules while
assigning the NIC and IP address:
■

■

■

Specify the same NIC to different network when the network has different
VLAN ID. Otherwise, you cannot assign the same NIC to different networks.
When supported by the network, select System Allocated to enable the system
to allocate the NIC and IP address.
Select Do Not Allocate IP for IP address when you do not want to assign IP
address to the selected network interface.

Click Next.
7.

Review the summary and click Finish to attach the selected network to the Oracle
VM Server.

To Attach Networks to Oracle VM Server
This procedure to attach networks is applicable for Oracle VM Server for SPARC in
stand-alone mode.
1.

Select the Oracle VM Server for SPARC in the Assets tree.

2.

Click Attach Networks in the Actions pane.
The list of available networks in Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center are
displayed. The list also displays the existing number of connections with the
server.

3.

Select one or more networks from the list. You can make multiple connections to a
network.
Click Next.

4.

Specify the number of connections for the selected networks. Increment the total
number of connections.
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The number of connections does not limit the number of
logical domains that can be connected to this network.

Note:

5.

Specify the NIC and IP address for each network connection.
For each network connection, you must provide a NIC as a virtual switch is
created for each connection. The virtual switch requires a physical interface to
allow communication between the logical domains and external network. Follow
these rules while assigning the NIC and IP address:
■

■

■

■

Specify the same NIC to different network when the network has different
VLAN ID. Otherwise, you cannot assign the same NIC to different networks.
When supported by the network, select System Allocated to enable the
system to allocate the NIC and IP address.
Select Do Not Allocate IP for IP address when you do not want to assign IP
address to the selected network interface.
Select Do Not Plumb for the IP address when you do not want to assign an IP
address and plumb the selected network interface. This option is available for
non SR-IOV enabled networks.

Click Next.
6.

Review the summary and click Finish to attach the selected network to the Oracle
VM Server.

To manage the attached networks, use the icons on the Network tab of the Oracle VM
Server for SPARC.

What’s Next?
You can create server pools of your Oracle VM Server for SPARC systems in Oracle
Enterprise Manager Ops Center. The Oracle VM Server for SPARC can have logical
domains running in it.
When you want to create logical domains for the Oracle VM Servers placed in the
server pool, the designation of the domains and the virtual switches or virtual
functions to provide network connection are auto assigned. You cannot specify the
network connection resource assignments.

Related Articles and Resources
The Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center 12c Release 2 documentation is available at
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E40871_01/index.htm.
The following chapters in the Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center Feature Reference
Guide contain more information:
■

Networks for Virtualization

■

Storage Libraries for Virtualization

■

Oracle VM Server for SPARC

■

Server Pools
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The Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center Administration Guide has information about
user roles and permissions.
For end-to-end examples, see the workflows and how to documentation in the Deploy
How To library at http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E40871_01/nav/deployhowto.htm and
the Operate How To library at http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E40871_
01/nav/operatehowto.htm.
See the Oracle VM Server for SPARC 3.1 documentation library at
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/documentation/vm-sparc-194287.html for
how to create an Oracle VM Server without using Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops
Center.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle
Accessibility Program website at
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.
Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support
through My Oracle Support. For information, visit
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing
impaired.
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